
BRP Viewed As Realistic But Too Limited
By DON LASSUS

Despite the fact that the Blue
Ribbon Panel's interim report
fell short of the extensive
investigation of undergraduate
education at Hopkins that was
expected, the report has
signifigance in being the first
in-depth study of education
here, and value in its realistic
proposals for improvement.
The panel was recommended

by the Howard Committee in
the spring of
1970 to investi-
gate the prob-
lems of
undergraduates
at Hopkins.
Considering its

original charge, the report is
only partially complete, dealing
totally with the academic side of
undergraduate education and
ignoring other aspects.
Members of the Hopkins

community from Dean George
Benton to student members of
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the panel expressed
disappointment in the results of
the panel's four month
investigations.
"We were looking for a broad,

imaginative look at
undergraduate education at
Hopkins," said Benton. "This is
something that still remains to

Yearbook In Black;
To Come out on Time

By RICHARD GURLITZ
For the first time in many

years, Hullabaloo, the Hopkins'
yearbook, will be coming out
before the end of the school
year and will incur no deficit.
The cost of this year's

yearbook, slated to arrive on
Homewood by May 1, 1972,has
been set at $5,500 by the
Bradbury, Sayles, O'Neil —
Paragon Publishing Company.
Hullabaloo receives $1,000
yearly from the Student
Activities Commission toward
meeting this cost. The rest of the
money has come from various
other sources, including sales,of
the book.

Last year's Hullabaloo, which
will come out this December,
ran short nearly $900 but
received grants from last year's
senior, junior, and sophomore
classes, of three hundred dollars
each to break even.

Meager Staff
James Sydnor, Student

Activities director, remembered
past yearbooks that made
money and donated funds to the
SAC. "Recent yearbooks have

run into serious financial
difficulty, but I think it was due
to the meager staff," Sydnor
said. This year's staff is larger
than any previous one.

Richard Kinnaird, a junior, is
editor-in-chief of Hullabaloo. He
agreed with Sydnor that many
of the past financial difficulties
stemmed from a lack of staff. By
having a total of 38 staff
members including a business
staff, Kinnaird hopes to be able
to meet this year's budget. The
business staff will be trying to
get ads from local business to
supplement the usual income
derived from sponsors and
patrons.
The entire business staff of

Hullabaloo is female. The
yearbook has not had ads for a
few years due to inoperative or
non-existent business staffs. The
five co-eds on the staff will be
attempting to bring in nearly
$900 in ads.
The entire Hullabaloo

includes eighteen photographers,
fifteen copy and layout people,
and the five business managers.

(continued on page 5)

be done."
No Response

Jim Phelps, an undergraduate
panel member, charged that the
panel was too limited in scope
and should have investigated
*student housing and the student
union question.
The panel's long period of

work was plagued with problems
ranging from internal dissent to
the problem of leadership.
President Milton Eisenhower's
proposal to add 600 students
halted investigations and a severe
lack of student response limited
the studies.
Because there was no

undergraduate dean last spring,
Dr. Robert Forester, History,
assumed the chairmanship.

The panel's interim report was
given to the Academic Council
at the beginning of the semester
for review. The 52-page, seven
part report is based on the
research done by the panel on

academics.
Beginning with the traditional

preamble and statement of
general principle, it stressed the
research-oriented education at
Hopkins. During last ye, -'s
Student Council Hearings on
Undergraduate Education, Dr.
Kenneth Lynn, History,
proposed that Hopkins be
changed to an undergraduate
"college" stressing a liberal arts
education. Though the proposal
received some support from
students, the plan was rejected
by the administration as
impossible.
The panel's first

recommendations deal with the
undergraduate catalog. Besides
minor changes in wording. the
major proposal is a stressing in
the catalog that the applicant to
Hopkins have a fixed idea about
his future.
In its section on the

undergraduate body, the panel

recommends that a change be
made to alter Hopkins' staunch
pre-med image. The panel
proposes an advisory board of
facutly and students to aid the
admissions office in attracting
applicants. A committee is also
proposed to help integrate
pre-med students into the
academic community with
courses more relevant to their
chosen profession.

More Comes
An important area considered

by the panel is improvement of
teaching in the University. The
panel recommends an increase in
the number of courses offered to
undergraduates, setting three
semester courses and one
independent study course for a
full-time professor each year as a
guideline.

Noting that the structure may
be altered by certain
departments, in particular the

(continued on page 4)
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Denton For Univ. Senate
By MICHAEL HILL

Larry Denton has rekindled
the governance fire once again
by proposing to the Student
Council that the committee on a
Student Senate investigate the
possibility of establishing a
University Senate instead.
SC President Gerry Bates has

rejected Denton's proposal,
claiming that the establishment
of a Student Senate would be
the quickest path to a University
Senate, though reportedly some
members of the Senate
committee disagree with him.
Denton, the director of

Student Services, made his
proposal to last week's meeting
of the Student Senate
Committee and continued to
push it this week. As he
envisions the University Senate,
it would differ little from the
Arts and Sciences Representative

Mercy Killings at Hospital
By BILL ABBOTT

Within the past two years, a
mongoloid child born at the
Johns Hopkins University
Hospital was intentionally
starved to death. This dramatic
case study was revealed at a
special symposium on Saturday
in Washington.

In the last four years, three
other children have suffered the
same fate at the hospital.
A simple operation could have

corrected the intestinal blockage
condition that prevented the
baby from digesting any food,
but the childs's parents refused
to grant doctors permission tc
operate for fear that acceptance
of the mongoloid would disrupt

the normal lives of their other
two children.
When doctors at the Hospital

sought legal advice from
Baltimore lawyers and judges,
they were told that there was
little possibility of any court
letting the mongoloid become a
ward of the state. They decided
not to seek legal custody. For 15
days, the child lay in a secluded
nursery corner under a sign that
said "nothing by mouth" (for
reasons concerning the blockage)
until it dehydrated and died.

Murder.
"It was a long, agonizing

wait," recalls Dr. William
Bartholome, senior assistant
resident of of pediatrics in

charge of the case. "I tried not
to look at the baby, and when I
did I didn't want to touch it.
The nurses were full of horror
and disbelief."
"The father would call and

ask 'How are things' meaning
'did the baby die yet?"

"It took 15 days for the baby
to dehydrate enough to die.
That's an awful long time."

Society Condemned
Dr. Robert E. Cooke, chief of

pediatrics at the Hospital,
classified the case as "passive
euthanasia." He said "That's
certainly child abuse. It gets on
the border of murder."

This traumatic case study was

(continued on page 4)

Council recommended by the
Governance committee over a
year ago.
"You can call it a Senate, you

can call it an Advisory Council,
but we need some way of
bringing students and faculty
together," Denton said, praising
the work of the Governance
Committee.
"Going the route of a Student

Senate woul d delay the
formation of a faculty-student
senate for years," Denton
continued, pointing out that the
administration had already spent
over $50,000 on the Governance
Committee. "We feel at this
point in the game that's about
all we could do," Denton said.
The Governance Committee

met in the summer of 1970 and,
with some opposition from some
student members of the group,
recommended a 17-member
advisory council as well as
outlining departmental
governance guidelines. The
report, which won the approval
of graduate students and faculty,
was killed when the
undergraduates voted it down.

Bates, who said that Denton
was "being used" by Dean
George Benton, said, "Benton
doesn't want to see anything
that would get the students
together."
"If we can get graduates and

undergraduates together in a
body, then we'll get a University
Senate, "Bates continued.

Denton stated that any move
for the University Senate should
come through the Arts and
Sciences Advisory Committee, a
group that Bates described as
"illegal."

John Crofford, Chairman of
the Student Senate committee

Gerry Bates

stated. "Though some members
of the committee agree with
Denton, if we go his route, we
will have to set up a new
committee with faculty and the
whole thing would get bogged
down in red tape."

Crofford indicated that the
Senate Committee, which meets
on Thursday nights, will have
several open meetings in the
coming weeks to sample student
opinion.

Representation

Much of the push for a
University Senate started two
years ago when the late Dean
Strider and George Owen of
Physics proposed a 48-member
body with equal representation
for graduates, undergraduates
and faculty. "Maybe I'd take 24
instead of 48," Owen said last
night. "I think we need a forum
where we can get the general
concerns of all members of the
University out in the open."
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MOVIE
The Student Association

presents "Black Orphans," a
movie, in Levering's Great Hall
at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, October
22.

D.C. TRIP
Dr. Phoebe Stanton will

conduct a bus tour of
Washington, Saturday, October
23, sponsored by the Office of
Special Events. The group will
leave the campus at 9 a.m. sharp
in front of the MSE Library, and
return at 8 p.m. No food will be
provided for the day, so bring
your own. The fee is $4.65, and
admittance to the bus is by
ticket only.

FOLK DANCING
International Folk Dancing

every Thursday at Levering Hall,
7:30 p.m.

CLASSIFIED
Wanted: Sociology or
Psychology Student to
witness research project field
work. Irregular hours but
good experience. $1.50/hr.
Transportation provided.
Contact: Mrs. Charles
Franzke after 5 p.m.
296-9412

$25.00 — 4 hours every other
week. Distribute The Paper
on and around your campus.
Call 235-3412.

Lost Siamese cat. Near
Calvert & 33rd Sts. Seal Point
with white paws. Contact:
Hilda, 728-3332, or after 6,
889-248.

CAMPUS NOTES
PEABODY

The Office of Special Events
presents a concert by Roosevelt
Newson. classical pianist, in the
Garrett Room, MSE Library at
12 noon, October 21.

TORCH PARADE

The College Republicans are
sponsoring an Oktoberfest on
Friday,Oct.27, from 9p.m. to
2a.m. at the Hunt Valley Club in
Cockeysville. College students
and career people from ages
18-35 are invited. Admission is
$1. For more information and
rides call Alex at 889-2710.

DEAD EYES
The Student Association

presents a movie, "Dead Eyes of
London" in Levering Great Hall,
October 20 at 7:30 p.m.
Admission to the series is by
subscription which may be
purchased at the door.

UNDERGROUND
The Office of Special Events

presents "Underground in
Shakespeare's England," by Dr.
Gary Wills, Syndicated
Columnist; in the Garrett Room,
MSE Library, October 20, 12
noon.

RELIGION
On Thurday October 21, in

the Board Room of Shriver Hall
from I p.m. to 3 p.m. Joseph R.
Washington, Professor of
Religious Studies and Director
of the Afro-American Studies
Program at the University of
Virginia, will present a seminar
and discussion of his work on
the religious history of Black
peonle in this country.

1 
STAYING UP LATE
AND HUNGRY?

Hop on over to Harley 's

HARLEY'S 3111 St. Paul

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES
presented by

The Office of Special Events

Garrett Room, Eisenhower Library, Homewood Campus

UNDERGROUND IN

SHAKESPEARE'S ENGLAND

GARRY WILLS
Syndicated Columnist and Author of Nixon Agonistes

OCTOBER 20 12 NOON

MAYALL
MUDDY WATERS
TIM BUCKLY
BLIND FAITH
KING CRIMSON
CACTUS
"GRUSIN" SERIES
CLAPTON
TEMPTATIONS
DOORS
JACK BRUCE
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR

FOR THE RECORD
REISTERTOWN ROAD PLAZA
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21215
301-358-4455

SPECIAL
SALE

IRON BUTTERFLY
RAVI SHANKAR
DEEP PURPLE
BRITISH BLUES
JOHNNY WINTER
YES
ELECTRONIC MUSIC
BLUE CHEER
DR. JOHN

MANY OTHERS

1 99

TO
299

SPECIAL
SELECTION5

QUANTITIES
LIMITED

ROD STEWART
'EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY'

JOHN LENNON 364
'IMAGINE'

THE BAND

'CAHOOTS

WITH THIS AD

CODE
The Committee on Drug

Education is meeting in the
Sherwood Room of Levering
Hall, 7:30 p.m. on Thursday
October 21.

RELIGIONS
On Friday October 22,

Professor George Luck of JHU
will present a paper entitled
"Vergil and the Mystery
Religions," in the Garrett Room
of the MSE Library at 4 p.m.

JOBS

The Hopkins chapter of
AIESEC is sponsoring a meeting
for students interested in getting
jobs overseas this summer and
those interested in making
contacts in Baltimore business.
The meeting will take place on
Wednesday, Oct. 20, at 7:30p.m.
in the Garrett Room of the
Library. For information call
Tas at 243-4087.

CHINA DAY
JOHNSATTIOPKINS

WITH GRADUATE STUDENTS
FROM THE COMMITTEE OF

CONCERNED ASIAN SCHOLARS
WHO VISITED CHINA

THIS SUMMER

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22
11:30 A. M.

SLIDES IN LEVERING
2 : 00 P. M.

DISCUSSION GROUPS
Chinese Foreign Policy
Women in China
Art, Literature, and Culture

7 : 30 P. M.
MOVIE -- SHRIVER

New Penguins
Make History..

...and important, practical
reading in other subjects

Penguin announces The Pelican History of the United
States, a new, eight-volume series covering American
history from colonial times to the present. Specially com-
missioned by Penguin, these books aim to revive the
excitement of the past without romanticizing it. In achiev-
ing this goal, they transcend events to impart an under-
standing of each epoch and of its contribution to the
making of contemporary America. Now available:

UNITY AND CULTURE. H. Wayne Morgan. A survey of
America's growth into an increasingly unified nation
between 1877 and 1900. $1.95

RISE TO GLOBALISM. Stephen E. Ambrose. A searching
review of American foreign policy between 1938 and
1970. $2.45

Other new Penguins on sale now
at your campus bookstore
BEFORE NATURE DIES. Jean Dorst. A look at man's
devastating impact on nature. Shows that to continue as
we have done in the past will render the earth
uninhabitable, and suggests new ways of meeting this
challenge. Illustrated with photos. $2.45

MEN WHO PLAY GOD: The Story of the Hydrogen Bomb.
Norman Moss. The first complete account of how the
hydrogen bomb was developed and how the world has
come to live with it. $1.65

USE AND ABUSE OF STATISTICS. W. J. Reichmann.
A practical and readable introduction to the world of
averages, probabilities, percentages, indexes, and
trends. $1.75

MODERN VEGETARIAN COOKERY. Walter and Jenny
Fliess. Approximately five hundred recipes cover soups,
sauces, juices, sandwich spreads, desserts—everything
from Borscht to Lemon Soufflé. $1.75

*EXTRA 10% discount on all CLASSICAL LPs
PE\GUI\300 I\C
7110 Ambassador Rd. • Baltimore, Md.21207

,
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Portrait 

Denton:Hearty Administrator from Way Back
By RICHARD BLAND

Youngish Larry Denton is a
hearty administrator from way
back. He really loves it. "That's
where the action is," he says,
and it's hard to talk to him
about anything else.
The slender, dark-hairec,

Denton is the Director of
Student Services and has been
here for four years. He
Previously assisted Dean's
Strider, Kimble and Benton, and
gratefully remembers those years
for providing valuable
administrative experience.
Student Services, a newly

created administrative division,
lakes responsibility for student
;activities programs, housing and
dorm operations, financial aid,
the phys ed program,and
placement operations.

Enthusiasm
Larry Denton is most excited

by this administrative
"reorganization" that was
initiated when the late Dean

Strider became ill last summer.
Strider's former

responsibilities have been
divided among Dean Suskind,
Richard Moll and Larry Denton.
Larry now estimates that 50
percent of responsibility in the
basic organization of Arts and
Sciences has been turned over to
him. His boyish enthusiasm for
the future is unmistakable.

Outlook
Though the University's

financial situation looks bleak,
Larry keeps a cheerful overview.
"The next few years are not
going to be an easy time. But
with frugal and effective use of
funds, we can have a good
student activities program."
Priorities are the thing,
according to Denton. He wants
to make changes that "will free
dollars for other things."
"Basically," he concludes,

"we've got to take a hard-nosed
look at our priorites."

And what are these priorities?

Larry Denton

"Hopkins is unique," says
Denton. "It's one of the smallest
schools in the country. Our
strong point is the graduate
university. We're not a liberal
arts college and we shouldn't try
to be. We shouldn't try to
compete with the top liberal arts

Community Saves Project
By WALTER MOORE

Opposition to the Homewood
area public housing project for
the elderly has dropped because
of community involvement in
the planning. The residents in
the four rowhouses on the
Proposed site have not objected
much to being relocated, and
construction will begin when the
requested Federal funds are
received.
The 16-story high-rise for

low-income tenants is slated for
completion at Howard and 29th
Streets in the spring of 1973.
The main cause of past

opposition was fear that a large
Project of this type would upset
the community's balance,

.creating problems with parking
and decreasing property value.
Some residents charged that the
low-income, Federally funded
housing for the elderly would
turn into segregated, crime

ridden slums.
"If you let them put up low

income housing you know what
it will be: "solid black,"
declared Mrs. June Robins lass
year when the project was first
proposed. The Charles Village
resident also said, "I suppose
anything's better than those
tenements though:'. Now Mrs.
Robins is chairman of the
Wyman House steering
committee and plays an active
role to see that the project is
integrated and meets the
standards of the community.

The four adjacent row houses
presently located on the
proposed site are considered by
many of the residents to be of
poor quality due to an
unresponsive landlord.
The bulk of the complaints

raised against the project came
from home-owners who would
not be directly affected by the

construction, but would live in .
the area. The reputation of
public housing, the size of the
structure and the alledged
decrease in property value were
cited as unfavorable features of
the project.

But the Charles Village
Association stated that this
project will differ from similiar
low-income housing because
Wyman House will be a
community project. "The
community itself will be
involved in its creation and its
function", stated Mrs. Kurz,
Chairman of the Charles Village.
group. Factions of the
community oppose this
construction but the project will
proceed as planned.
Wyman House will obtain

Federal funding some time in
late October and the plans have4
been drawn up for the first two
floors of the building.

schools."
Denton feels that most

students here are academically
oriented. "Most of them have
professional goals and they're
shooting for education beyond
the B.A.," he says.

Stretching back comfortably
in the black armchair of his
roomy, modern Homewood
house-office, Larry inevitably
brings a conversation back from
wherever to Hopkins and its
administrative lore.

In Student Services, Denton
feels that flexible initiative must
come from faculty and
administration to meet
ever-changing student needs.

,In phys ed, for example, he
sees a new student impetus for

more intramural sports and
"casual play." Subsequently
more funds will be drawn off to
build up the intramural and
casual play programs.

Finally, and undoubtedly
most important, Larry has other
memories than Hopkins. He was
born and raised in Towson, and
is married with no children.
After graduating from the
University of Western Maryland
in 1965, he felt "like a typical
guy who just got out of college."
He served with the National
Guard in 1968 and subsequently
had a "lousy experience" with
an insurance company before
coming to Hopkins, working
with the Deans and getting his
Masters in Education last year.

Selection Committee
Recommends Twenty

By SUE WOOLHISER
The Presidential Selection

Committee has submitted a
confidential list of 20 names to
the Board of Trustees expressing
confidence that a new president
can be found from the roster.

Although the list has not been
made public one of the
candidates who is believed to be
on the list is University Provost
Dr. Steven Muller.
Interim President Milton

Eisenhower's expressed desire to
leave as soon as possible has
caused speculation concerning
the presidential selection.
"At the moment no thought

is being given to the possibility
of having another interim
president," said committee
member Dr. George Owen,
Chairman of Physics.
Commenting on how

President Eisenhower's
undesignated departure has
affected the work of the
committee, Dr. Marsh McCall,
Classics, another committee
member stated, "While there has
been no expressed deadline there

D.C. Fall Offensive Efforts Mount
By WARREN GULIN

Gas masks, parachutes and
medical students are being
sought for the upcoming
Washington Peace Offensive, in
anticipation of police
harrassment. On Oct. 25 and
Oct. 26, groups of workers and
students will flock to
Washington and 16 major
American cities in a concerted
effort to end the Vietnam War
and "evict Nixon.''
The protests have been

plagued by low publicity.
Candlelight processions, a

White House stranglehold and a
People's Peace Treaty with
North Vietnam are scheduled
for the offensive. The National
Peace Action Coalition, NPAC,
has organized a People's Grand
Jury composed of a diverse
group of prominent men and
women which will meet from

October 22 to 25 to try "war
criminals" and consider the
Federal Government's
"oppression of the poor, the
young and other disenfranchised
segments of the population,"
according to NPAC.

Peace Treaty
From Oct. 24 to Oct. 26,

evening workshops, focusing on.
the organization of local groups,
will promote discussion among
people from many sections of
the country. On Oct. 25, a
committee from the People's
Grand Jury will converse by
telephone with the North
Vietnamese peace delegation in
Paris and accept their peace plan
on behalf of the American
people.
The event, to be known as

People's Armistice Day, will be
held in Sylvan Theatre and
broadcast via a system of

loudspeakers. In the evening,
there will be a candlelight
procession around the White
House to protest the existence
of the Nixon administration.
Phase one of the "Evict

Nixon" drive begins on October
with a service of mourning for
those who have died in Vietnam
and prison uprisings such as
Attica. Marchers plan to
surround the White House and
serve a notice of eviction on
Richard Nixon.

Phase two, scheduled to run
from Oct. 26 to Oct. 27, will
consist of seminars on civil
disobedience and community
organizing for future
demonstrations.

George Jackson and
representatives from the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference and the Vietnam
Veterans.
The People's Grand Jury,

which does not plan to disband,
will "oversee" the New
Hampshire Primary and issue
periodic indictments of "war
.criminals."

Rennie C. Davis and Dave
Dellinger, who planned the
October offensive, expect at
least 30,000 people and are
already laying plans for the
massive civil disobedience slated
to take place in Washington on
November.
The Johns Hopkins Student

Council intends to meet Tuesday
night and formulate plans for
student participation in the
offensiye.

George Owen

has been a general sense of
urgency in all the committee's
work."
"Nobody knows when

President Eisenhower is leaving,"
remarked Owen. "The Trustees
will take as much time as is
needed in making their
selection."

The actual composition of the
list is being kept confidential to
support what Owen called "an
attempt to keep the candidates
equal and to minimize the
influence of different groups
who are supporting a
particular individual."

According to committee
chairman Judge Harrison
Winter's report, the selection
committee is still in the process
of investigating a number of
other names of candidates and
will take action on them soon.
The process that the Trustees

will set up for the final review of
the candidates has not yet been
decided. Committee members
indicate that it will probably
include an interview with the
Trustees and possibly menabers
of the selection committee.

It is also possible that an
undergraduate student will sit in
on these interviews. According
to Owen, "The Trustees have
been very pleased with the
student activity in the Selection
Committee. It will be a viable
group if both the Trustees and
representatives of the

.student-faculty group are
involved in the selection
process."

Indict Criminals

Speakers for the protest will
include the mother of the late
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Focus of BRP Report
Regarded as Narrow

along the lines of areas of
undergraduate life beyond the
classroom.
Panel members emphasize

that the report is only an interim
report. The panel, now chaired
by Dean of Undergraduate
Studies Dr. Sigmund Suskind
will finish its final report before
the Christmas deadline set by
the Academic Council.

It is hoped that the panel will
be able to broaden its already
comprehensive report on
academics and possibly touch on
other matters.
The panel is composed of four

faculty members, four
undergraduates, one graduate
student and three representatives
from the administration.

(continued from page 1)

sciences, where many different
courses would not be feasible,
the panel also promotes the idea
of rewarding teacher professors.
Other recommendations

include more seminars for both
freshmen and upperclassmen,
more independent study, and
lectures in "areas" of study such
as the humanities and social
sciences.
The report concludes with a

list of six proposals for future
discussion. The topics include
plans that would lighten the
credit load for undergraduates,
and the possibility of accelerated
programs. More importantly, the
panel suggests further study

Hospital Euthanasia
Raises Ethical Doubts

(continued from page 1)

revealed in a 25 minute film
produced for a symposium
sponsored by the Joseph P.
Kennedy Foundation. Nine
panelists, distinguished in the
fields of law, religion, and ethics
concluded that the decisions in
this case should not have been
made by the parents or doctors.
They condemned society for not
providing an adequate legal
framework for such cases and
for the treatment of all retarded
children.

"It seems to me by my point
of view," sided Dr. Gustafson,
"that to be human is to have
vocation to others as well as
yourself."

Harrington concurred, "I
respect the anguish that went
with the decision, but I would
have decided otherwise."

Dr. Cooke stressed the great
interdependence between parent

Hop by and find out why
HARLEY'S SANDWICHES

are
THE REAL THING

HARLEY'S 3111 ST PAUL
OPEN LATE

and child and the fact that most
courts today are much less
informed than doctors on the
circumstances of the case. He
maintained that the decision in
possible euthanasia cases should
not be left to the absolute
discretion of courts, doctors, or
parents per se. Rather, the

decision should be referred on a
case by case basis.

Dead Babies
Doctors contend that

mongoloid children can and do
live happy and productive lives.
Although their IQ rarely peaks
75 (the norm is 100) they can be
taught to complete simple jobs
with enjoyment and satisfaction.
Some bring comfort to their
families. But, conceded Dr.
Cooke, "I've seen cases where
the mongoloid child has broken
up the family."
The ethical debate over

euthanasia remains acute.

litzdtaktginakAlrop
UPSTAIRS BAR,
'Booze & Books
913 N. Chides St.

BLACKSTONE DINING ROOM

CHARLES & 33rd STREETS

LUNCH and DINNER served daily,

except. Tuesday.
Reasonable prices - Students welcome

338-0742

G. W. U.
Program Board Presents

Thursday,
October 21

Lisner Auditorium 21st & H Sts. N. W.

Tickets on Sale at Marvin Center information desk

Edgar Winter's White Trash
featuring

Gary La Croix

8:00 P. M.

Chemist Teaches Drama
By GARY SOULSMAN

Problem Drama is an obscure
experimental course taught by
chemistry professor Dr. Robert
Arellano, which takes in
everything from campus protest
to techniques in theater
production.
The course, run under the

auspices of the Writing Seminars
Department, is centered around
the problems of writing and
producing short plays.

Arellano said, "It's all an
experimental class where we are
breaking down the traditionally
defined roles of writer, actor and
director. The idea is for
everyone to get involved in every
aspect of production."

Their first production this
year was in protest of Macke
vending machines in Levering
Hall. One of the students in the
class commented afterwards,
"Besides the problem of hacking
out good material and then
staging our festivites, we have to
draw an sudience," complaining
about the apathy at Hopkins.

Gordon Problem
The course originated last

year when several students were
meeting informally with

PLASTICS!
for

Art Projects
Decor

Hobbies

Sheets**Rods"Tubes
Colors**Designs

Corn meicial Plastic and
Supply

1130 E.30th St. 889-6640

A professional
ABORTION
that is, safe,
legal .&.

inexpensive
can be set up on an

outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy

Educational Service, Inc.

215-722-5360
24 hours-7 days

for professional, confidential
aocl,caring help.

Arellano to discuss problems
under then-president Lincoln
Gordon. They wanted to do
something about the high
tuitions, lack of undergrad
courses, professors who didn't
teach, and the general feeling of
alienation between students,
faculty and the administration,
according to Arellano.

Their answer was to organize
a class to write plays of protest
to encourage the enthusiasm
necessary for reforms.

Arellano was the man with
the "acedemic split personality"
to direct such a course. Though
a professor of chemistry,
Arellano's sympathy to the
undergraduate dilemna, and
Writing Seminars degree which
he earned in 1962, made him
capable of directing the course.
Plays which he has written have
been produced by Towson State
and the Corner Theater in
Baltimore.
"We were the most inefficient

and the most successful course
at Hopkins," said Arellano,
pointing out that most of the
works produced were made
obsolete by the resignation of
Gordon, who was ridiculed in

the majority of the plays.
Fortunately for the school

but unfortunately for their
material, "The atmosphere at
Hopkins began to change
immediately for the better,"
Arellano noted.

Bob, as his students call him,
had to change the thrust of the
course this year, because the
students can't find as many
readily exploitable topics on
campus and because there are
more aspiring writers who are
interested in producing more
sophisticated drama. The chief
problem now is to explore the
limitations of the theater.

Arellano is planning to
continue the course next year,
perhaps in two sections if there
is enough interest. One section
will be for beginning playwrights
and the other for the students
who wish to continue in drama.

Expanded View
Arellano is working on ideas

for intercession. Suggestions
have been made for carrying the
course into the community and
presenting a series of short plays
to neighborhood children, or for
the members of the class to try a
longer and more ambitious play.

Ilopkins students, new and old
eat at:

Pecora's
Restaurant

$or the Finest Italian Food in town

3320 Greenmount Ave.
SPAGHETTI MEALS CARRY OUT SERVICE
PIZZA PIE A SPECIALTY CALL 889-3831

psy,. THE 4400

RECORD CO-OP

A NEW CONCEPT IN RECORD BUYING

AN INITIAL MEMBERSHIP OF $2.50

LIST PRICES

$4.98 $5.98

PRICES FOR OUR MEMBERS

$2.99 $3.60

PRICES FOR NON-MEMBERS 

$3.36 $3.99
213 WEST MULBERY STREET

RESERVED SEATS ONLY

2.50 & 2.00
College Identification, Please

JUST BOOZE
AND GOOD VIBES
610 North Eutaw Street
Open 3 p.m. to 2 a.m.

PHONE 752 - 5411

TELEPHONE ORDERS AND DELIVERY

AT A SMALL FEE
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Academic Area Seminars Ignored
By TODD HELLER

Academic area seminars, a
faculty program to acquaint
students with the educational
Options open to them, has so far
met with apathy from students.
Students blamed this apathy on
Poor publicity for the seminars,
and the inconvienent time:
Thursday at 4 p.m. in the
Garrett Room of the library. On
Thursday, the program included
a discussion of the humanities
department.
So far, five seminars about

Yearbook This Year
To Be Traditional

(continued from page 1)

Kinnaird said he wanted to
get back to a more traditional
format. "This year's book will
have pictures with people's
names under them, and histories
of the various groups," he
commented. He added that
Yearbooks of the recent past had
been put out by a limited
number of people, and tended to
show a rather narrow view of
Hopkins.
"With an expanded staff, I

think this year's book will give a
Wider perspective of the Hopkins

various departments have been
held. At least three professors
have been at each seminar, while
the average student attendance
has been about fifteen, mostly
freshmen. The general avoidance
of the seminars by students has
perplexed the faculty and
student leaders, according to
Peter Zales, chairman of the
academic area 'seminars.
The seminars came about

when last year's freshmen
complained to Larry Ewing, the
freshman advisor, that they did

experience." he said.
Kinnaird stated that his basic

aims as editor of Hullabaloo
were to have the book come out
on time, and to make money. In
order to accomplish these goals
he set three early deadlines. This
will mean that the Hullabaloo
will not be able to cover the last
part of the year, •but by having
an earlier publication date will
be able to increase sales.

Other college yearbooks have
suffered financially in the past
few years.

HELP NEEDED?
If you are a beginner pipe smoker,

or are
considering smoking a pipe,----

CHANCES ARE:: YOU NEED HELP.
MAY WE BE OF SOME ASSISTANCE?

Jay's Smoke Shop
408 W. Cold Spring Lane 467-8002

FILM SHOWING

Allan King's

WAR RENDALE
Friday, October 2, 1971

8:30 p.m. Turner Auditorium

Across from the Johns Hopkins Hospital

For Tickets, Call: 955-3563

LOVE YOUR GIRL
Take her to Oxford!

She'll love you for the unexpected treat!
Want to impress your girl?

Take her to Oxford!
She'll think you're the town's bonniest bon vivant!

Want to be economical?
Take anybody to Oxford!

You'll find super-fine food at prices that are ultra-considerate of
Your budget!

3312 GREENMOUNT AVENUE

RESTAURANT OXFORD

MINUTEMAN
PRINTING, 1NC .

INISTIPONTMGWEPIXE
50 COPIES, 81/2 X 11 ONLY $2.91

SINGLE XEROX COPIES ONLY 100 EA.

AUTOMATED WHILE-U-WAIT SERVICE
(CAMERA READY COPY)

• Letters • Iteports e Resumes • Forms • Flyers • Specs

' • Mrect Mall • News Releases

Discount '.Prices For Multi-Page Booklets & Manuals

not know what courses were
offered and what the
requirements were for the
different majors. In response to
these complaints, the seminar
program was set up to be a part
of the freshman orientation
program.
Seminars have been held on

such academic programs as
engineering, natural sciences, the
humanities and social relations.
The engineering seminar, which
was the first one, attracted less
than ten people. The natural
sciences seminar attracted about
forty individuals, a small
proportion of the approximately
four hundred people in the
freshman class majoring in some
type of natural science program.

Zales stated that he did not
know why the students did not
come to the seminars. "Maybe
just another case of good
old-fashioned Hopkins apathy,"
he postulated. Freshman Bob

JEN 'S STEAKS
SEAFOOD

SUBMARINES
." DOUBLE BURGERS

EAT4N OR CARRY-OUT
ST. PAUL AND 32m;

SPECIAL
NOTICE

Student
and

Faculty

Discounts
ON

Goodyear Tires
Gates Tires
Recapped Tires
Monarch Tires

auto repairs
Brakes
Alignment
Tune-Up
Grease & Oil Change

Shock Absorbers
Mufflers
Anti-Freeze

Wheels

Serenzi Credit Plans Apaikble

Paul
Schnitzer
Tire Co.
1027 -39
Hillen St.
539.- 5390

Samuelson said, "The publicity
has not been too good. You
simply forget when the programs
are." Zales said he thought the
publicity has been good; he
noted that there have been
announcements in everyone's
mailbox before the seminars.
But freshman David Kaplan
thought that the time is
inconvenient, since many
students have class or an activity
on Thursday at 4:00.

Larry Ewing, though, hoped
that the reason for the dismal
showing was the students were
generally satisfied with their
programs. Ewing added, "If just

, one student benefits from the
program, I think it can be called
a success."

Get Wm To

HARLEY S SANDWICHES
Open Late

HARLEY'S 3111 St. Paul

"She's got the biggest

set

of knockers

I ,saw."

B. R. S.

on "Boom-Boom"

Pregnant?
•Need Help?
We will help any woman regardless
of race, religion, age or financial
status We do not moralize, but
merely help women obtain qualified
Doctors for abortions, if this is
what they desire. Please do not
delay. an early abortion is more
simple and less costly. and can be
performed on an out patient basis.

Call:

8 AM-10 PM-7 DAYS
A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Weber's Cider Mill Farm
Fresh apple cider

variety of apples and fall vegetables
homemade jams and jellies

Located on Proctor Lane next to the
Antique Red Barn.

Take Satyrhill Road 1 mile north from
Joppa Road at Beltway Exit 30.

OPEN DAILY 9 TIL DUSK. 668-4488
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Panel Report
The long-awaited interim report of the Blue Ribbon

Panel (BRP, pronounced burp) has proven to be less than
surprising. With the entire University anticipating a
monumental investigation of the problems of
undergraduate education at Hopkins the panel delivered a
52-page, statistic-ridden document which, although
presenting several signifigant recommendations, falls short
of its goal. The original charge of the BRP was to study the
problems of undergraduates on a scale encompassing areas
beyond the strictly academic.
The failure of the panel to complete its task and

produce a creative report on undergraduate education is
not simply the fault of the panel. Certainly the problems
of internal dissent and lack of stable leadership hampered
the functioning of the panel. Student response was
negligible thus limiting the findings of the panel to dry
statistic analysis and the personal views of panel members.
The BRP did have the wisdom to recognize the findings of
the Student Council hearings and adopted several of the
proposals of the reports from the hearings.

Ultimately the panel's interim report is a timid attempt
to suggest the badly needed changes in education. Unsure
of their importance and power to affect change, the BRP
has apparently kept a tight lid on any imaginative
suggestions for improvement which they felt would have
no chance for implimentation.

Hopefully the panel's final report due before Christmas
will broaden its scope and abandon its feelings of
insecurity.

Student senate
Larry Denton, newly-appointed Director of Student

Services, has promulgated his own version of a University
Senate, as opposed to merely a student senate, for the
Division of Arts and Sciences.

His support, if it is sincere, is certainly welcome. But
students would do well to maintain -a modicum of
skepticism: Denton is not known for his independence of
University administrator George Benton; this move could
be a maneuver to divert student energies from the real
problems of the University into the traditional committee
maze.

If Denton's suggestion is accepted, the present Arts and
Sciences Advisiory Council will get a new name, and
students (and, in the long run, the entire University) will
get nothing more than the governance report they rejected
a year ago.

Although no real progress seems to have been made by
the Committee for a Student Senate, its disbanding in
favor of Denton's project would almost certainly represent
more of the usual one-step-forward, two-steps back
administrative shuffling.

Letters to

the Editors
To The Editors:

With amazement and shock I
read Gulin's article in last
Friday's News-Letter. I even
read it twice because I was there
and Dr. Muller's comments were
most definitely not pessimistic.
The feeling I got from the talk

was one of optimism. An
optimism, I might add, that has
been missing from the Hopkins
administration since my arrival
four years ago. Muller's talk last
Wednesday was refreshing, if
only because he expressed a
sincere and enthusiastic interest
by coming to talk with the
students. He spoke, in my
estimation, only in positive
terms of constructing an
innovative, new Hopkins.

Gulin's article quotes Muller
several times; however, the
quotes are so flagrantly slanted
they question Gulin's credibility.
It would appear to me that
Gulin could have grasped the
general tone of the discussion a
little better. His rhetoric is
matched only by his negativism.

During the approximately two
hours that Muller spoke, he
answered questions asked by
those present. The mood was
one of building. Muller
explained how Hopkins was in a
transition period, a time when
the feuding of last spring could
be put aside and the future
could be looked toward with
new ideas.
Muller mentioned that

Hopkins was about to reach a
point where it would either be a
great University with innovative
approaches to education or it
would just continue existing,
following a pattern set in 1876.

I don't fault Gulin his article.
I think it stems from not having
a proper perspective of
Hopkins's past and potential

"There Doesn't Seem To Be Anything Frozen Here
,/

future. I am saddened by his
interpretation. The Provost
should be given the opportunity
to express his views in light of
Gulin's remarks.

Vincent Forte
Chairman, Campus Conversations

MILITANT

To the Editors:
One wonders whether the

News-Letter acts under the
same ,guidance' as the sentry
at military post: shoot first,
think later. I refer to the
editorial of October 8th, in
which you bemoan efforts by
the S.C. to control debate by

non-councilors.

Flaming Progressives mownt-mgenwraff

e • ,.',•>>• • ' •"' •

I, for one, welcome the

decision of the Council. Along
with a formal agenda and the use

of a parliamentarian, this action

means that there will be less

vacuous debate, less disruptive

behavior, and a more

business-like atmosphere at

future Council meetings.
But — you say — what of the

poor, unfortunate non-member
whose freedom of speech is
abrogated?
A partial answer lies in the

limitations of free speech.

Freedom does not include the
right to yell fire in a crowded,

fireless theater.

Sunny Canada

Steven D. Ross

--- •

orogiatoomoraz,,,v,,,,,,wazimmewfwaxwmagsviDavid pickaii

After a brutal winter of political kidnappings,
murder, and terrorism, the Canadian mood was
rejuvenated last spring with the hopes of the
young. The country that gave American
expatriates a home felt the magic of their spirited
prime minister taking a 22 year old wife. With
the voting age lowered to 18, a flow of legislation
was directed toward the new constituency.
The spirit of the country became the spirit of

youth. News of rock concerts, people's parks. an
experimental marijuana farm, pollution clean-up,
hitching rides and living in hostels filtered from
Canada.

That's what the papers said. But if you're
going to Canada and look a bit scruffy, the
immigration people might not care that you're
young. We had an experience at the Canadian
border recently that doesn't jive with the
pulp-made image.

Arriving by bus, we filled out the form they
gave us and waited in line before the immigration
official; a neat, young man sitting behind an old
desk. When we reached the front of the line, the
official took our form and carefully read it. He
reached the bottom of the page and looked up at
'.us. His eyes were evasive, but his expression was
pleasant enough, if perhaps a little serious. "Have
you ever used drugs before?" he asked, his voice
neutral.

We only hesitated for a moment, for we sensed
no danger. "Yes, we've smoked some grass a few
times: some marijuana."
The young official looked down at theform.

When he spoke again, his voice was haughty.
"I'm sorry, but I'll have to refer your case to a
higher official. This is out of my jurisdiction."

"Progressive-thinking Canada," we mumbled.
"This can't be happening." But the shit had
indeed hit the fan. When we finally emerged
from the immigration building two hours later,
we carried a deportation notice. In the words of
the law, we were persons "of the prohibited class
of persons described in paragraph (d) of section 5
of the Immigration Act in that you are persons
who admit having committed a crime involving
moral turpitude, namely the unlawful possession
of a narcotic." We were surprised at being
deported for admitting that we had smoked a
little weed at indefinite times in our past, and
not knowing the nuances of 'turpitude,' we
thought that our crime must have been the moral
turpitude violation. We found a dictionary that
night somewhere in Montana.

Back in the US of A, we phoned the Canadian
embassy for comment on Canada's policy toward
marijuana smokers wishing to visit Canada. An
information source with the embassy told us that
if he smoked marijuana and was asked at the
border if he had ever used drugs, that he
"wouldn't really mention it." We agreed that
that might be the best idea.

Dave Pickall is a Junior
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Cleaning up: the Turtles meet their Mothers
By MICHAEL HILL

Frank Zappa was born and
raised in Baltimore and he
returned Sunday with a tribute
to vegetables and a play-by-play
account of the World Series.
Not too many of the sell-out

audience that filled the Lyric
theatre for the afternoon
concert admitted interest in the
outcome of the Series' seventh
game, but Zappa and crew kept
US informed, and made it one of

the major themes of the concert.
They were doing up vegetables,
but Boog Powell was hanging in
there with a 3 and 2 count.
Zappa broke up the original

Mothers a few years ago, and the
reformed group, though
certainly one of the best, just
cannot match Jimmy Carl Black
and the rest. At the Civic Center
in '69 the curtain opened and
there stood 13 freaks' making
the most incredible noises and

you knew you would never hear
surf music again.

The noises the new Mothers
make are pretty incredible, but
there's something about
knowing that the two lead
singers used to be in the Turtles,
and you just want Zappa to say
it ain't so. ("I'll clean you boys
up and make you as big as the
Turtles,"—Mothers' liner notes,
circa 1967.)
Remember when the Turtles

shriver hall flicks 
By FOCAL

A strange thing happened at
Shriver Hall Friday night.
Several hundred Hopkins
students and friends got together
and enjoyed themselves.
One of the best times of the

Year was put together by the
Film Workshop, folks who stages
a series of flicks in Shriver which
brought the people together.
The people did the rest.
Besides the people (there

must have been nearly four
hundred) and the cinema (two
Brand() movies and two shorts)
there were a couple of other
things which made the evening
go.

You've got to give some credit
to the wine, I guess. There was
lots of it, and it seemed to
mellow the whole affair. Folks
Were brown-bagging it, passing it
around and feeling good. In
contrast to most things I've been
to at Hopkins, there was liftle
beer in sight. It was strictly
grape-juice, some bubbly, most
not, almost all cheap. A
wine-head's delight.
The other major factor was

the atmosphere. It was strange,
out of the ordinary around here.
There was a pervasive
"feel-good" attitude which
drifted through the auditorium
like the smoke, and there was
lots of smoke.
The choice of movies had a

lot to do with it, of course. Felix
Revolts, an old Felix cartoon

with dubbing that had the Cat
and his "brothers and sisters"
giving some to the "avaricious
businessmen" was great. In fact,
they showed it twice, once for
the late-corners, I guess, and
everybody dug it. The Daji thing
was different, maybe a little
heavy for the crowd's mood. But
the Brand° movies were great,
just what we wanted.

Deja Vu

Most of us had seen them
before, but that was no problem.
Everybody was waiting for their
favorite scenes, oohing and
ahhing when Kathy carressed
that phallic bike in The Wild
One and cheering when Pop
knocked Johnny Friendly into
the bay in On the Waterfront. It
felt so good to. get back

Like I said before, though, the
people made it. Lots took
advantage of the 25 cent price
reduction for those in leather
jackets, and quite a few folks
went all the way, slicking back
aquarian-age locks, rolling up
their blue-jeans and wearing
their sun glasses.

In addition to the gimmicks,
though, the people brought their
good-time attitudes. Dogs ran
free down the sloping aisles, and
people laughed, giggled and
'"made-out" in the seats. We all
expected to have a good time,
and we all did. It couldn't have
been so much fun at a
downtown theatre, even with
the same flicks, because the

crowd was so much a part of
it

I couldn't help thinking how
much fun it would be if there
was a continuing sense of
community among the students
here. It happens now and then,
(at Sha-na-na, for example) and
when it does, it's great.

I overheard a couple of
conversations on the way out
that seemed to tell it. One guy
with a British accent (a grad
student, I deduced) walked up
to a short black dude and said
"Hey, I've seen you around,
aren't you in History too?"
"Yeah," he said, "My carrel's
not far from yours." They were
still talking when they left the
steps; maybe they'll be friends.
No telling how long it would
have taken for them to meet in
the library.

Organic
Another kid, glassy eyed and

smiling, turned to the group he
was with and croaked "I almost
stayed home and memorized
that shit for Organic!" He
seemed glad he hadn't, and I was
too.
The Film Workshop people

put the show on for about $200
or $300, and they probably
made a little to use in making
their films this year. The people
who went are the winners,
though, because it was fun.

Are you listening, Workshop
people? We want another one,
just like the other one.

would do "Me and You (And
You and Me)" on the Smothers
Brothers and there was one guy
who had a rolled up umbrella
and sideburns and sang lead, and
another guy who just looked
stupid dancing around with a
French horn and didn't do
anything; well, those two are
now Mothers, they have been for
a couple years now.

They are very good singers,
and when they first joined the
group, Zappa used their talent to
do some of the Mothers' favorite
vocals, something he was unable
to do with the old Mothers as
instrumentation came first then.
But now the new Mothers are
into things of their own, and the
complexity and beauty of
Zappa's music continues to
amaze.
"This one's dedicated to

Wendy 's chest."
The Mothers were preceded

Sunday by a rather muddled
folk-rock group led by a female
vocalist, Wendy, whose main
attraction was her amply

, developed body. Zappa caught it
and the audience screamed.
"I was sitting on the second

base path, and I looked up and
Boog Powell said to me, 'You
know, if I had any balls, I would
be schlocking around with a
rock 'n roll band like you!"
That was Howard Kaplan,

former Turtle, talk/singing. The
music that followed ended with
the chant "Who are the
Baltimore Orioles?" drifting out
in front of electronic sounds.

Zappa retains his mastery of

what is rock, as a musical form

and as a social force. At once, he
is the most serious and most
whimsical of musicians. He
conducts the band when on
stage, both a funny and
necessary gesture. Rock music
stands outside of society,
mocking what is behind and yet
leading into the future.

Probably more than anyone,
Zappa is the personification of
this essential element of rock as
he constantly seems to
understand his satirical position
in relation to society, and yet
produces some of the most
advanced music to be heard.

There were points Sunday
when this paradoxical beauty
shone through, and it was these
moments that made the concert
worthwhile. Perhaps a chord
would subtly change and then
the drumbeat would alter and
suddenly Zappa would have you
rushing off into another
direction. And as you sat in the
Lyric Theatre, the home of the
Baltimore Symphony, the names
of Schubert, Puccini and others
set amongst the formal decor
and swirling curtains, it was hard
to keep from imagining the day
many decades hence when
Fillmore East psychedelia will be
the standard interior for such
halls and the name of Frank
Zappa will be prominent among
those painted, in day-glo no
doubt, along the side of the
auditorium, and the first
guitarist will be trying to imitate
the sounds that Zappa could get
out of his wah-wah pedal.

Frank Zappa shows his opinion of the Turtles. photo by jaffe
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Hopkins Humiliates Haverford with 60-0 Win
By BRUCE BORTZ

JHU's footballers all but mass
produced points Saturday while
Haverford College proved itself
impotent on offense, overly
generous on defense, and
mistake-ridden over-all in
suffering a 60-0 humiliation on
its home field.

Dennis Cox, whose charges
presented the rookie head coach
with his second win of the
season (both in away contests)
against two losses, explained
that the lopsided outcome "was
a combination of their playing a
bad game and our playing a good
game. It was just like our 24-0
loss to F&M, only in reverse.
Haverford is definitely a better
team than it demonstrated
Saturday."

Saturday's slaughter is likely
to stick in the memories of Blue
Jay footballers for years to
come. The offense scored eight
touchdowns and one field goal,
no mean feat considering the

fact that they only had the ball
thirteen times.

Scoring Threats
The game itself began

routinely enough. Jack Thomas
punted from his own thirty
three, after a Butch Robey first
down was all the offense the
Jays could muster. Four plays
later, however, a Haverford
fumble gave the Jays the ball
again—this time on the Fords'
thirty one yard line.

Jack Thomas here let loose his
backs, Pat Neary and Butch
Robey, who each managed a
first down apiece before Thomas
flipped on a play-action play to
tight end Rick Kowalchuck for
the game's initial six-pointer.
Thomas' conversion made the
score 7-0.
On their subsequent offensive

series, the Fords' offense
remained stalled, this time on its
own thirty-seven. Its throttle,
quarterback Dave Parham,
watched helplessly from the

NEWS-LETTER

SPORTS
Booters
By LAWRENCE WEINSTEIN
Hopkins' soccer coach Robert

Oliver is fond of saying that a
winning soccer team must play
aggressive ball for a full 88
minutes every game. At
Swarthmore, last Saturday, the
Blue Jay booters forgot this
warning for one single minute
and it cost them not only a
victory but a share of first place
in the Middle Atlantic
Con ference.
Swa, thmore's 2-1

double-overtime victory featured
very even .play and several good
chances for both sides in the
opening forty minutes. The best
of these was a booming drive
from twenty yards out by
Roberto Arguero that
Swarthmore goalie Galli dove for
and tipped away.

Swarthmore's closest attempt
was a looping thirty yard shot
by Art Philpotts that landed on
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sidelines with a bad ankle as his
teammates punted. The Jays
promptly ran off five plays for
another six points. This drive
culminated in a 42 yard bomb to
Bill Nolan. The scoreboard now
read 14-0.

The Jays' next TD came like
their previous two—via the pass.
Thomas teamed with Grant
Shevchick on a fifteen yard pass
to run the score to 21-0.

First Goal
A mere two plays later, after

the Jays recovered a Ford
fumble, Butch Robey romped
eighteen yards for a 28-0 lead
that enlarged itself by halftime
to 31-0 on Jack Thomas' first
field goal of his varsity career.

In the third quarter, Robey
again reached pay dirt, this time
galloping thirty one
yards—Hopkins 38, Haverford 0.
When the Fords fumbled

again, the Jays capitalized on it.
Two Harry Stringer runs pushed
the score to 45-0.

After a Jay interception gave
Hopkins the ball once more,
Rick Kramer took over as
quarterback, handing off to Rick
Kuehn for one touchdown and
running three yards for another.

Drop Big Contest
the crossbar and sailed out of
bounds.

With only two minutes to
play in the first half, though,
Hopkins finally broke the ice
when Arguer° dribbled down
the left side and crossed
perfectly, low and at the feet of
Mark Heller whose short shot hit
the unguarded net. It was
Heller's first goal of the year and
the first scored by any player
other than senior Scott Tyner.
Hopkins broke up the ensuing'
kickoff but lost the ball to the
Garnets' Mike Atkinson, who
raced up the field and sent a
twenty yard shot past _goalie
Keith Naunheim with only
seventeen seconds left in the
half.

The Jays had lost both their
lead and their momentum and
were forced to start all over in
the second half.

The second half was exciting,
with both sides having near
misses. Naunheim made a great
diving save of a short head ball
late in the third period, while
Galli stopped Tyner's breakaway
with but two minutes left in
regulation time.

In overtime, the Jays were
forced into a defensive position
as Swarthmore had numerous
opportunities to put in the
tie-breaker. Naunheim once
again made several great saves,
but could not prevent Art
Philpotts from from converting a
Mike Atkinson pass.
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your pregnancy we can help you.

and residency is not required).
We wort on a STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
basis and there is NO REFERRAL
for our services.
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Hopkins' Harry Stringer(20 ) carries on a sweep.

Cross-Country Team
Evens Season at 2-2

Last Saturday afternoon, the
Hopkins' cross-country team
engaged in a triangular meet
against Drexel and host college
Haverford, losing to both
(though Haverford only won by
two points, 27-29). This evened
Hopkins' record for the season
at two wins and two losses.

The top Hopkins' runner in
this meet was Russ Dubiel who
finished third behind two of
Drexel's runners (first against
Haverford). Jeff Greve was the
next Hopkins' runner to place,
finishing seventh officially,
though this was good enough for
second place against Haverford.

Nevertheless, Hopkins could
not continue to do well against
Haverford, as three Haverford

men finished before (and two
directly after) Hopkins' next
placer, freshman Dave Piccoli,
who finished fourteenth. Other
men placing for Hopkins were
Chuck Mick (18th) and Ira Luke

(19th place).
Though the team had never

expected to beat Drexel, they
were a bit upset over losing to
Haverford. According to one
member on the team, the results
might have been much better
had sophomore Austin Doyle
been able to run. Austin is the
team's third best runner, but is
currently recovering from an
ankle injury. Doyle is expected
to run once again, though, in
this afternoon's meet against
Gettysburg on their course.
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PEABODY AT HOPKINS
presented by

The Office of Special Events

Thursday, October 21, 12 noon

Garrett Room, Eisenhower Library, Homewood Campus

ROOSEVELT NEWSON, JR., pianist

Performing a Program of

Beethoven and Schumann

ADMISSION FREE
V./

October 22 & 23

Jaimie Brockett, folk musician,
entertainer and song stylist

Shows at 9:30, 11 p.m. & 12:30 a.m.


